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In [1], families of unstable left A-modules Yf and (dually) unstable right A- 
modules Gf are defined, and projdim~(Gf) is calculated. It is then asserted that 
injdim~,(Yy)=projdim~(Gf). It has been pointed out by Lannes and Zarati [21 
that this is not always correct since the categories ~/* and 6~/are not dual. Indeed, 
equality fails for the motivating example, where in jd im~.(Y0-  0 by [2, 4.3], while 
projdim~(Gl) =1 by [1, 1.3]. 
This necessitates the following changes in [1]: 
Replace the sentence following Theorem 1.3 by 
(c) injdim~.(.ZkYf)=injdim~,ft(ZkYf)=projdim~ft(.Z~Gf). 
In Theorem 1.7 in jd im~,(Q Yf,) and in Theorem 3.5 in jd im~,(Q k Y1) should 
be dropped to the last line (= 0). 
It was pointed out by D. Shimamoto that the relationship between Yf when 
1 <f< 2 and Carlsson's modules Xn is incorrect. Thus, the second sentence of the 
second paragraph of Section 1 should be replaced by: 
Let p(n) denote the largest 2-power_<n. Thus, if n is odd, and Yi denotes 
(Xp(n)+j_i6x(2Jn)), then Xn is spanned by monomials y~Oy~l.., with Y~ 2-Jij= 
n/p(n). 
The expression ~jeE(n) 2-j on the last line of the first page and the middle of the 
second page should be changed to n/p(n). 
The first line of Lemma 2.12 should read: 
l f  f=n/2 k with n an odd integer between 2k and 2 k÷l. 
Three typographical errors are: 
(a) Theorem 2.4(d) involves Gf instead of gf, 
(b) Proposition 3.1 should say -- instead of ~:, 
(c) the third line of page 266 should have g's instead of q's. 
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Of these changes, the only ones requiring further comment are the injectivity of 
Q 's ,  which is proved in [2,7.1] or can be proved by using the method of [1,3.5] 
and [2,4.3], and the new Theorem 1.3(c), that injdim~.(XkYf)= injdim~.f,(Xkyf). 
The latter suggests the possibility that for any unstable left A-module N of finite 
type injdim~.(N)= injdim~.ft(N); however, that possibility must remain as specu- 
lative. The proof is done by explicit calculation; we prove 
I 0 if k = 0 and 0 <f< 2, injdim~a.(XkYf) < k+2i -3  if 2 i -2<f<2 i+1-2 (.) with i_  2 or k> 0. 
Equality holds since 
inj dim~. (X k Yf) >_ inj dim~. ,,(Z k Yf) = proj dim ~ r, (XkGf), 
which was shown in [1, 1.3] to have this value. 
If 1 ___f< 2, then Yf is isomorphic to some Carlsson module Xn. This is injective 
by [2, 4.3] since it is the inverse limit of finite injective modules X(m), while for k > 0 
injdim~.(XkX,)<_k - 1 since tensoring a length k -1  injective resolution of S k 
with Xn yields an injective resolution of XkX, by [2, 7.1 and 4.4]. Here S k is the left 
A-module whose only nonzero group is Z 2 in degree k; its injective dimension 
follows from [1, 1.5]. 
The cases 0<f< 1 of (.) follow by the isomorphism Yf~ Y2f if 0<f< 1, and the 
cases f>_ 2 follow inductively using the exact sequences 
o--, Yj-  xri_, o 
as in [1]. 
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